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Technology has changed the way that we think about navigation. It is more natural for your navigation system to be an extension of your vehicle rather than an extra device. With a map update, you can have the greatest navigation possible - and still use it in whatever vehicle you drive. Keeping you on the road with the latest in navigation technology and high-quality maps. Want to update
your Navi Map? Our team will work with you to help you get the best map for your vehicle. Go to MyNavmap.com and get started. For questions, please email us at : opelstore@navteq.com As the preferred navigation provider for the automotive industry, the Navteq Navi DVD 800 offers an easy navigation experience for all drivers. Vauxhall customers can purchase an expanded base Navi
navigation system that includes an 8GB DVD navigation disc for their vehicles. A high-quality, full-color map is included. For customers interested in upgrading from the Navteq Navi 1000 navigation system, Navteq offers the Navi DVD 800. Available for the following brands and models, the Navi DVD 800 disc is compatible with all major North American brands and comes with a full-color

map. Is there a certain model or part of the vehicle that you are interested in? Contact us at +1.800.763.1467 to get your vehicle's current Navi DVD range. Looking to upgrade to Navteq Navi DVD 1000 system? Navteq Navi DVD 800 is a great upgrade solution. As a preferred navigation provider for the automotive industry, the Navteq Navi DVD 800 offers an easy navigation experience for
all drivers. Vauxhall customers can purchase an expanded base Navi navigation system that includes an 8GB DVD navigation disc for their vehicles. A high-quality, full-color map is included.
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To download the map updates for your navigation system, you can use our Website map center or download the map updates by accessing your navigation systems web site. This
process is explained in our previous post. We highly recommend that you regularly update your navigation map and display by connecting your navigation unit to your computer to
download the latest map updates. The update process does not change the content of your map and does not create new content. Your navigation system features color Touch&Go
Touring with onscreen active tips such as estimated travel time and guide to turns. The interface on your navigation unit is designed for use in front of you or in the passenger seat,
making the navigation experience more intuitive and enhanced. The small size of the hardware is a plus, allowing for the unit to be be easily placed on your dashboard When you're
ready to search for a destination, your navigation system features voice-activated guidance with the option of including or excluding "virtual" destination options (destinations that

have not been preprogrammed). The unit includes a filter feature to let you quickly find favorites. There are two connection options for the NAVTEQ CD-ROM. The first (housed in the
upper right hand corner of the navigation system) features the same connectors as for the NAVTEQ CD-ROM. The second connection (housed in the lower right hand corner)

features CD-R, or CD-ROM Removable Interface, the same as is found in most electronic devices. These two connection types are identical in their use and function. 5ec8ef588b
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